Sometimes the aesthetics of new conference devices require more than the regular black color option. When it comes to matching existing architecture and furniture, you want to blend in.

We offer our system integrators, architects and end users customized color options for DICENTIS Flush devices, based on the standardized RAL Classic and RAL Design color palettes. Additionally, customers can also choose from a wide variety of wood, stone and metal designs.

**Fancy your device in your favorite color?**

Get in touch with your sales contact and specify the required DICENTIS Flush models, quantities and the desired RAL color or print design. This service gives you great flexibility to fulfill special tender requirements and comes with a three-year warranty for the customization.

**DICENTIS Flush**

Customize your product in wood, stone, metal or RAL color

---

**Please select your favorite example:**

These are some examples. A more extensive spectrum can be consulted on our website.
Provide your customers something different than the status quo and customize DICENTIS Flush devices to the aesthetics of the target location.

By print design
Water transfer printing is a method of applying printed designs to three-dimensional surfaces. The resulting combinations may be considered decorative art or applied art. The hydrographic process can be used on metal, plastic, glass, hard woods and various other materials. A scratch-free transparent coating is added on top of this decorative film.

By paint color
RAL is a color management system. RAL Classic consist of four digits in which the first digit relates to the shade of the color. RAL Design is represented by seven digits, grouped in a triple and two pairs.

Click here to see the selection of prints which can be added to DICENTIS
Click here to select your color from the RAL color chart

Select the preferred customization in wood, stone, metal or RAL color, define the required quantity and contact your Bosch representative for a quote.